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Servants and Slaves in Louisville 
Race, Ethnicity, and Household Labor in an 

Antebellum Border City

Stephanie Cole

I
n June 1836, Mrs. J. R. Taylor placed an advertisement in the Louisville 

Daily Journal looking for domestic help. “Wanted to hire, two good house 

servants of steady habits who are qualified to fill the station of cook and 

washerwoman,” the ad announced, “A woman and girl would be preferred.” 

The wording revealed neither the legal status of the domestics the widow Taylor 

hoped to engage nor whether she would in fact make the final hiring deci-

sion, directing interested parties 

to “refer to J. R. Taylor,” her son, 

at his grocery on Main Street or 

directly to her at her home on the 

“corner of Seventh and Walnut.” 

Mrs. Taylor may have planned 

to hire slaves from their own-

ers, and simply substituted the 

term “servant” for “slave,” avoid-

ing the latter term out of discomfort. During an earlier era, Louisville readers 

would have assumed that Mrs. Taylor meant slaves “of steady habits.” But by 

1836 such an interpretation, while still likely, was not the only possibility. E. 

W. Rupert’s want-ad later the same month reflects an open interest in non-slave 

domestic workers; he advertised for a “black or white girl of 10 to 13 years of 

age . . . to take care of a small child.” Mrs. Taylor may have had in mind hiring 

a free woman of color—15 percent of the city’s black population was free by 

1840—and one, R. Carter, lived 

just down the street from Mrs. 

Taylor’s son, listing her occupa-

tion as washerwoman. Possibly, 

Taylor hoped the advertisement 

would catch the eye of one of the 

Irish or German women beginning to arrive in the city; in September 1836, 

Louisville entrepreneurs F. A. Nauts and Thomas Sims expanded their new 

“Intelligence Office” to include translation and other services to “emigrants, 

free of charge.”1

Advert of Mrs. Taylor, Louisville Daily Journal, June 6, 1836. 
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Advert of E. W. Rupert, Louisville Daily Journal, June 8, 1836. 
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Mrs. Taylor’s call for applicants to come to her own home—indicating that she 

could make the hiring decision—suggests another perhaps related social change. 

Prior to 1840 few women, even in cities, played a public role in the effort to staff 

their homes. Instead, they relied on husbands—or in the case of widows, other 

male agents—as their contractual representatives. Because most of these early ads 

concerned buying, selling, and year-long hiring contracts for slaves, their reliance 

probably reflected men’s roles in making large-scale capital decisions as much as 

a proper woman’s invisibility in the public realm of the newspaper. After 1840, 

women’s names appeared more often in the “help-wanted” advertisements of bor-

der city newspapers, reflecting both the declining importance of slavery and an 

emerging sense of the home as entirely women’s domain, regardless of the pres-

ence of slaves. Whether or not Mrs. Taylor herself sought slaves, the advertise-

ment reveals her willingness to assess a domestic’s suitability and worth. Recent 

scholarship has demonstrated that housekeepers remained embedded in eco-

nomic activity, even as the rhetoric of separate spheres rendered household labor 

less visible.2 Similarly, in Louisville maintaining a home increasingly required 

public transactions, both for wage negotiations and market purchases.

The confusion Mrs. Taylor’s help wanted advertisement engenders emerges 

from the complexity of the transitions underway in Louisville and other antebel-

lum border cities, as well as historians’ limited understanding of the changing 

nature of household labor and the growing diversity of the servant workforce. A 

close reading of newspaper want ads, public records left by census enumerators 

and court reporters, and private correspondence and account books of border 

city housekeepers suggests that urbanization and the intensification of the market 

economy altered the work done within southern urban households—although 

not at the uniform pace earlier studies of the decline of household production 

implied. More significantly, urban economic growth transformed the domes-

tic servant labor pool even in this slave economy and “southern” housekeepers 

proved remarkably willing to adapt to those changes. They looked beyond the 

legal status of potential domestics and considered free and enslaved women when 

hiring adults, and often ignored adults altogether in favor of youths, whom they 

believed more tractable and inexpensive.

In antebellum Louisville, everyday life blurred the line between slave and 

“free” labor, and the presence of slavery did not close options that existed in wage 

labor societies. Recent work by historians of slavery and the antebellum economy 

has chipped away at the notion of southern distinctiveness, especially previous 

assumptions about the South’s place in the emerging market economy. Walter 

Johnson’s description of “the chattel principle” highlights the awareness of slaves 

and slaveholders alike about the role of the market in determining their choices. 

Seth Rockman’s study of the poor in Baltimore convincingly demonstrates the 

critical importance of slave labor in early national market expansion; rather than 
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serving as a barrier, slavery and other forms of coerced labor helped to create the 

pool of capital that made market development in Baltimore possible. Robert J. 

Steinfeld and other scholars of labor law have undercut myths about freedom of 

choice and mobility among wage workers in the antebellum North, and thereby 

revealed the coercion experienced by “free” labor.3

By the late antebellum period, politicians so freely employed  the rhetoric of  

‘free North’ and ‘slave South’ that they created a fictional sense of absolute oppo-

sition between the two regions. Furthermore, historians seeking to explain the 

Civil War have until recently amplified the sense of a dichotomous opposition 

and assumed that the presence of slavery determined every element of antebellum 

Americans’ lives. In Louisville, however, both “southern” labor laws and “north-

ern” urban and economic development shaped and constrained the choices of 

residents. Between 1810 and 1860, Louisville grew from a small frontier outpost 

where only a handful of slaves resided to a thriving transportation and manu-

facturing center, with a workforce made up of slaves, free African Americans, 

immigrants, and northern- and southern-born whites. While slaves and the slave 

trade continued to occupy an important niche in the city’s economy, the value 

of slave holdings declined as a proportion of the overall wealth of the city. In 

this, the Falls City resembled other cities on the margins of the South, espe-

cially Baltimore (though the Chesapeake port developed earlier and more exten-

sively). This diversity highlights the importance of looking past strict regional 

frameworks in uncovering the impact of the market revolution on antebellum 

American domestic life.4 In Louisville, the degree to which urban residents less-

ened their dependence on slavery and on household production depended upon 

their economic perspectives and developments within the city that often had 

little to do with the legality of slavery. The strength of Louisville’s economy, the 

state of an individual’s finances, shifts in the value of slave labor in the state, 

and the extent of immigration helped determine patterns of consumption and 

domestic servant employment.

As Mrs. Taylor’s cook and washerwoman knew, the work lives of Louisville’s 

domestics were not testimonials to urban progress. Part of their drudgery owed 

to the fact that the technological revolution that transformed manufacturing and 

transportation before 1850 had a limited impact on households. Historians of 

housework have observed that only two inventions—the cookstove and the egg-

beater—reached most antebellum middle-class homes.5 But the difficulties of 

housework in Louisville were also tied to the city’s uneven economic develop-

ment and the varied choices of housekeepers, some of whom sought to maximize 

their investment in slave labor, while others lacked the financial means to take 

advantage of labor-saving housekeeping strategies. Slavery remained important, 

and some of Louisville’s enslaved domestics faced different assignments than their 
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free counterparts. But other factors shaped slaves’ work experience, including the 

relative wealth of their employers and whether they worked in the city before or 

after its economy had taken off.

Despite Louisville’s location at the Falls of the Ohio, early settlers and urban 

amenities arrived slowly. Initial editions of Louisville’s newspapers reveal that the 

city’s backwater status lessened the availability of inexpensive household goods 

such as candles and soap. In 1814, confectioners Martin and Ames offered baked 

goods “done in the most elegant manner” and “sea biscuits of the best qual-

ity,” while a few merchants such as Fitzhugh and Gwathmey claimed a “splendid 

assortment of goods” but listed only staples such as sugar and coffee. The limited 

accessibility of manufactured household goods forced housekeepers and their 

domestics to produce most of their necessities. Louisville elites could purchase 

“elegant” baked goods as a signal of their gentility, but they also needed many 

hands to maintain the basics of survival. The absence of a public water system 

contributed to the problems of Louisville’s narrow consumer market. Early efforts 

to finance a water system privately failed, and the city did not complete the works 

for pumping water from the Ohio River until October 1860. Whereas house-

keepers in other southern and border cities could potentially benefit from piped 

water much earlier—Charleston chartered a water system in 1799, Baltimore in 

1804, Cincinnati by 1820, and Richmond a decade later—Louisville households 

needed individuals (usually servants) to haul water for cooking, laundry, and 

consumption on a daily basis.6

Not surprisingly, Louisvillians found keeping a respectable house a daunt-

ing task in the city’s first decades. For some easterners—those without suf-

ficient means to buy slaves for hauling water and making soap—the pros-

pect of life in the west brought a shudder. Virginian Judith McGuire fretted 

that her son Edward would move his wife to the West to accept a call to the 

pulpit. The younger Mrs. McGuire, “poor thing,” was “very badly suited to 

a life . . . where so much manual labour is required in domestic arrange-

ments.” Up river in early Cincinnati, domestic servant shortages sentenced 

even well-off women “to the wash tub [and] occasionally the kitchen,” in the 

words of one resident. As a result, many established middle-class families 

quit housekeeping altogether in favor of boarding. Louisville’s large numbers 

of boardinghouses, including some who sought to appeal to “genteel small 

families” in their advertisements, suggests that a similar fate befell families 

in the Falls City. While the aforementioned beleaguered Cincinnati house-

wife announced her removal to a boardinghouse with relief, most well-to-do 

Americans found such a prospect far from ideal. Bachelors and the newly 

married most often lived in public quarters, while others in the middle class 

shunned such accommodations because they did not provide the domestic 

intimacy bourgeois families desired.7
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By the late 1820s, Louisville’s economic doldrums had abated, along with 

some of the most egregious complaints of frontier housekeeping—at least for 

those with money. Merchants’ ads doubled, then trebled, then became too numer-

ous to count in the pages of the local newspapers, and they regularly offered to 

Louisville residents the same things housekeepers in Baltimore and Richmond 

had come to expect. In one November 1830 issue of the Daily Journal, for exam-

ple, five different merchants competed for housekeepers’ custom by touting the 

quality of their “Lexington spun cotton,” “Ohio cheese,” “kegs of pickles,” mus-

lins, flannels, umbrellas, and a “wide variety of dry goods.” Such a variety of 

goods enabled housekeepers to depend less on their own or servants’ labors. And 

those with adequate funds had access to newly designed cook stoves, now manu-

factured in Cincinnati. The stove, advertisers contended, could cook, bake, keep 

water warm for washing clothes, and heat homes, and came in sizes appropriate 

for small or large families. Together the advent of manufactured goods and urban 

amenities had the potential to alter the daily lives of Louisville’s domestics. But 

the changes did not necessarily mean less housework. Because stoves made so 

many different tasks easier, including a multi-course rather than one-pot meal, 

employers raised their expectations of cooks accordingly. Moreover, stoves were 

difficult to operate. Heat travelled in different patterns in stoves than it did in 

brick ovens, forcing cooks to learn and perfect new methods. Mistresses often 

complained about servants’ inability to grasp these methods, a circumstance that 

prompted one Louisville advertiser to claim that his “range [was] simple in man-

agement; the most careless servant can cook with it without trouble.”8 That this 

stove design did not sweep the nation leaves his claim open to question.

If stoves compounded labor demands by raising expectations and increasing 

the time needed to accommodate new technology, the burdens of other types of 

housework remained depressingly unchanged and burdensome. Housekeepers 

could purchase “Ohio cheese,” but their servants still had to convert most food 

from its raw form, haul and heat water for laundry, gather fuel, and keep fires 

Boardinghouse advert, Louisville Daily Journal, April 11, 1837. 

THE FILSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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stoked. Even after most households quit making their own textiles, candles, and 

soap, women still hemmed all linens and sewed most clothing, including under-

garments, by hand. Antebellum Americans did not share today’s expectations for 

dust-free households (a product of the raised standards that accompanied vacu-

ums), but dusting and sweeping nevertheless remained daily jobs for urban ser-

vants. Seasonally, domestics converted winter drapes and carpets into summer-

weight curtains and floor mats; on those occasions, they not only beat, cleaned, 

and stored the off-season accouterments, but also cleaned and whitewashed 

walls throughout the house in order to obscure the effects of smoky fires and 

lamps. Even in wealthy, modernizing, urban households, workloads for domes-

tics remained heavy.9

But not all Louisville households modernized, even 

when they had the means to do so. Wealthy house-

keepers with market access did not necessar-

ily begin to purchase their families’ needs. 

Instead, southern housekeepers followed a 

variety of approaches to integrating mar-

ket goods, their decisions shaped in part 

by their commitment to slavery but also 

by their own idiosyncratic ideas about 

housekeeping. As a result, the movement 

from household production to market 

consumption was not linear in Louisville—

nor was it anywhere else in the United States. 

Caroline Preston, a widowed slaveholder 

with homes both in and outside Louisville, 

kept her daughters and slaves focused on a 

wide variety of household needs. In 1828, 

while visiting relatives in Virginia, Preston 

worried that the women at home would fall behind in their tasks. “The cherries 

should be drying,” she directed them, “and the cucumbers also planted . . . get 

10 or 15 pounds of raw cotton for Sally to spin a chain for the carpet.” Later that 

summer, she pressed her domestics further. “What have you preserved or what 

pickels have [you] made? . . . Have you ever got the refuse wool for the matrasses 

from the machine?” Although local merchants supplied pickles by the keg and 

“mattresses made of hair, shucks, moss, and of various sizes,” Preston had access 

to country produce and ten slave hands to keep busy.10

Such  “country connections” remained important for antebellum housekeep-

ers, many of whom relied on rural relatives to help provide crucial economies for 

their urban households. Whereas Preston used her own plantation’s resources to 

produce everything from carpets and mattresses to most of the food the family 

Caroline H. Preston (1785-1847). 

THE FILSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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consumed, others used kinship networks with rural family members to get but-

ter and eggs at a lower price and to exchange town goods like stockings and rib-

bon for farm-produced jams and sausages. These same urban households often 

kept milk-producing cows and acquired urban lots large enough for gardening, 

in essence keeping part of the farm inside the city limits.11 If some boardinghouse 

residents and other consumption-oriented households produced little of their 

families’ needs, and Caroline Preston and her fellow slaveholders produced virtu-

ally all of them, the majority of Louisville residents fell somewhere in between. 

Thus, even after urban markets developed, household production and market 

consumption comprised the opposing ends of a continuum, with most antebel-

lum Americans occupying some point in the middle. They moved back and forth 

across this continuum, alternately purchasing more or less with the ebb and flow 

of family fortunes, including the state of their health, the strength of rural ties, 

and access to the labor of servants, neighbors, and older children.

If scholars’ assumptions about a linear transition toward a consumption-based 

household economy need revising, then so too do their depictions of the enslaved 

domestic servant workforce in southern cities. For Louisville, at least, the legality 

of slavery did not mean housekeepers focused entirely on slaves. While newspa-

per advertisements continued to offer slaves with domestic skills for hire or sale, 

Irish and German immigrant women found employment in the city’s middle-

class households. Yet the growing population of northern- and foreign-born resi-

dents familiar with wage labor, and the presence of inexpensive immigrant female 

laborers did not mean a “northern” pattern of service supplanted a “southern” 

reliance on slaves. In 1850, almost one-third of the residents of the city’s wealth-

ier census districts owned or hired slave women, with successful northern-born 

residents a significant segment of this group. But owning or hiring slaves did 

not preclude using free domestics, and more than a few households held both 

enslaved and free workers. In the city’s new middle-class neighborhoods, those 

who dealt only with slaves, those who only hired free servants, and those who 

apparently held no slave or free preferences lived side-by-side.12

Moreover, counting the numbers of slave versus free servants does not reveal 

the pace or nature of the transition because the labels “free” and “slave” were 

ambiguous. Men and women who worked as Louisville domestics, like black resi-

dents of every border city, knew that their legal status as “slave” or “free” repre-

sented only one factor shaping their everyday lives. Waged domestics lacked con-

trol over their work, and most had little time off. In contrast, urban slaves, espe-

cially those who were hired out, formed part of black communities in which free 

blacks, hired slaves, and runaways enjoyed a measure of autonomy. Throughout 

the border region, elites struggled and failed to maintain a social order in which 

black and slave meant the same thing. As part of their strategy, they restricted free 
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African Americans so that they led slave-like lives. Black codes and occupational 

restrictions made up part of elites’ attempts to associate the most menial jobs—

the ones with the least autonomy such as domestic servant—with blacks.13 Still, 

by 1850 Falls City housekeepers regularly chose white servants and many cared 

little about maintaining a clear line between slave and free and black and white in 

their domestic hires. The genesis and extent of such disinterest reveals the prob-

lematic nature of scholars’ assumptions regarding how the presence of slavery 

shaped calculations about the employment of domestic servants.

Before 1830, the city and its housekeepers were undoubtedly tied to slavery. 

In 1820, slaves made up more than one-fourth of the city’s population, and over 

half of the white residents owned slaves. Until 1830, all twenty-nine advertise-

ments for domestic servants that appeared in a sample of Louisville newspapers 

mentioned slaves, and between 1830 and 1850, 141 of 149 did. Throughout the 

antebellum period, slave hiring played a significant part in Louisville’s domestic 

labor market. Not only did slaves for hire dominate newspaper ads for domestics, 

but the city held on to the traditional custom of “hiring day.” The intersection of 

Fourth and Market Streets “presented a busy scene” each January 2, according to 

one newspaper account from 1855, as “thousands of men and women servants” 

gathered “to be hired for the ensuing year.” So important was this tradition in 

Louisville that employers who hired slaves at other times of the year promised 

employment only temporarily through December—and they did so much more 

frequently than slave hirers in either Richmond or Baltimore.14

Although the ability to profit from slave capital through hiring out may have 

shored up slave owners’ finances, it weakened their control over bondsmen. 

Many of Louisville’s slaves experienced less than “slave-like” conditions. Masters 

profited from their slaves’ compliance with hiring out decisions, as excessive resis-

tance might negate the terms of the contract. Slaves knew masters needed their 

acquiescence, and they exploited the small opportunity this gave them. Kentucky 

slaveholders frequently discussed their chattels’ perspectives on their hires. In 

1841, Garnet Duncan wrote to slave owner Orlando Brown at the request of 

Duncan’s slave Nathan, noting that Nathan had begun proceedings to find a 

new master for his wife currently hired out in Louisville. Because his wife Leticia 

actually belonged to Brown, Nathan’s letter amounted to an update to the owner 

of imminent changes in his chattel’s situation. Discovering their slaves engaged 

in making their own arrangements apparently did not faze the Brown family. 

Mary Brown reported that Julia, one of their slaves angered by a whipping at the 

hands of her current hired mistress, had refused to return to the woman’s employ. 

“Although they [the offending Grahams] are anxious to have her again,” Mary 

wrote, Julia “had selected Mr. Shelby’s” and was “very much pleased with her 

situation.” Laws mandated that owners not turn slaves loose to make their own 

arrangements, but weak enforcement meant that little prevented masters like the 
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Browns from offering their slaves significant latitude. Newspaper editorials help-

lessly railed against the “corrupting tendency” of slaves without supervision. As 

one observer explained, “those who hire their own time, not only act without 

restraint themselves, but their example induces others to believe that they can 

take the same liberties [to] work or play as they please.” Such rants were in vain, 

however, as owners had come to depend on slaves’ wages, and the enslaved grew 

accustomed to the autonomy this market transaction brought.15

Complicating matters, white Louisvillians found it hard to distinguish semi-

autonomous slaves from free blacks, who themselves labored under slave-like 

restrictions. Both commonly held menial jobs such as domestic service. When 

African American applicants presented themselves for a job as a domestic, many 

potential employers apparently accepted their suitability. Thus white elites’ assump-

tion that black equaled servant inadvertently contributed to slaveowners’ difficul-

ties in controlling their property. Runaway ads often cautioned readers against hir-

ing escaped slaves, a warning that would have been unnecessary had the practice 

not been common. Because they knew white housekeepers would continue to hire 

autonomous black workers, owners listed skills as well as physical descriptions of 

their runaway slaves, thereby attempting to stop whites—ostensible supporters of 

the slave system—from providing sanctuary and support to escaped slaves. Some 

advertisers even spelled out their intent, as in the case of the runaway slave Nancy: 

“People are therefore particularly requested not to employ said negro, if she should 

apply for a situation.” In July 1826, Mary Holloway informed Louisville readers 

that her slave Richie, who “calls himself Richie Hunter,” was “35 years old, 5'7",” 

of “thin visage” and “mild” speech, “unless out of humor, and then he speaks 

quick.” As a “good house servant” who “understands waiting on a table,” Richie, 

she added, would probably “try to pass as a free man.” The same year another slave 

owner confessed that his escaped slave “was permitted to hire his own time in 

Louisville” before making his escape, and was probably still doing so.16

These runaways disappeared into a growing African American community, 

while the proportion of slaves within the population declined every census after 

1810. The percentage of free black residents almost doubled between 1830 

and 1840 (from 8.8 percent to 15.3 percent), and by 1860 fully 28 percent of 

Louisville’s black residents were free. Like free African American communities 

elsewhere in the U.S., the Louisville population was disproportionately female 

and poor. Women mostly worked as laundresses and servants; in 1860, 281 of 

Louisville’s free women of color identified their occupation as either washer-

woman or seamstress.17 Slave owners knew this community could interfere with 

their ability to retrieve escaped slaves.

Perhaps because their numbers gave them confidence, or perhaps out of a 

sense of moral obligation, free African Americans proved an important asset for 

escaping slaves. Diana’s former owner believed she was “no doubt lurking about 
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the city, or county, as all of her relations reside here.” As Diana probably realized, 

hiding in plain sight with a bevy of relatives willing to offer cover gave escaped 

slaves a decent shot at remaining free. Amanda, the escaped slave of Benjamin 

Adams, sought to secure her freedom by befriending Sarah Ann Lucas, a free 

woman of color who maintained residences in both Louisville and New Albany, 

Indiana, directly across the Ohio River. Lucas apparently guided Amanda across 

the river, probably providing her with forged free papers. In New Albany, she 

may have worked as a servant in a boardinghouse belonging to Andrew Israel, 

a white man suspected of abetting slaves’ escapes. As a domestic in a lodging 

frequented by travelers, Lucas would have been well-placed to learn of escaped 

slaves needing help. In January 1854, Lucas faced the Louisville Police Court, 

charged with “enticing slaves.” The court demanded that she give a six hundred 

dollar bond for good behavior for the period of one year. But the fate of the run-

away, Amanda, remains unknown.18

Although the police court and runaway advertisers hoped for white support for 

the institution of slavery, their underlying assumptions about Louisville’s house-

hold employers may have been misplaced. Recall the warning issued by Nancy’s 

owner, mentioned above: She “particularly requested” readers “not to employ said 

negro, if she should apply for a situation.” Did the owner include such an explicit 

request because she feared readers could not deduce Nancy’s status? Or did she per-

haps fear (or know) that unless a legalistic phrase in a public notice suggested con-

sequences for obstructing Nancy’s recapture, readers would not acknowledge it? The 

latter possibility suggests that those who hired escaped slaves were not oblivious 

to their status, but sought a cheap servant, much like contemporary Americans 

avoid inquiring about the legal status of their foreign-born nannies, housekeep-

ers, and lawn care workers. When considered alongside the large number of suc-

cessful escapees and regular harangues about the “dangerous” free black commu-

nity, this attitude suggests that some among the servant-employing class had little 

investment in the peculiar institution. In 1848, one observer of Louisville society 

believed that “slavery exists in Louisville . . . only in name.” His assessment was 

not precisely true, but slave ownership had become concentrated, with less than a 

tenth of the white population owning slaves in 1850.19

The same year, almost a third of Louisville’s white residents were born out-

side the United States, mostly in Germany and Ireland. The vast majority of 

immigrants were wage laborers and less than 3 percent owned slaves. In 1850, 

men constituted a disproportionate number of immigrants in Louisville, but over 

the course of the following decade Irish women came in large enough numbers 

to transform domestic hiring practices, as they had done in other, more north-

erly cities. Consider the shifting composition of the staffs of Louisville’s pre-

mier hotels. In 1850, the proprietor of the Galt House, Aris Throckmorton, 

owned fifty-six slaves, most of whom worked as porters and maids in his hotel. 
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The proprietors of the Louisville Hotel and the Marble Hall Hotel each owned 

twenty slaves. By 1860, however, Throckmorton owned no slaves, and most of 

the Galt House’s fifty-six servants were Irish. Its rivals of the day, the National 

Hotel and the United States Hotel, also employed Irish women as domestics 

almost exclusively. The proprietor of the Louisville Hotel, Michael Kean, no lon-

ger owned any female slaves, though he hired thirty slaves, twenty-nine of whom 

were men.20

Private housekeepers also started hiring Irish servants, but because the shift 

to this labor source was not as dramatic as among businesses, and because much 

of the scholarship about slavery has emphasized the role household slaves played 

in bolstering white southerners’ social status, historians have missed it. They have 

placed too much emphasis on aggregate statistics of urban slave ownership, and 

assumed that those who owned slaves used them exclusively. In Louisville, slave-

holding could indeed be a marker of status for upwardly mobile middle-class 

residents, and many in this group owned household slaves. A few statistics have 

overshadowed historians’ understanding of domestic service in Louisville. The 

bulk of the city’s 1,400 slaveholding households held moderate wealth or were 

headed by men with middle-class occupations; the slave populations consisted of 

significantly more women and men; and most slave owners held only one or two 

slaves. Moreover, newly successful northern-born men owned slaves at numbers 

slightly higher than their southern-born counterparts and they usually owned 

no more than two slaves, suggesting that they bought slaves for domestic use 

and to confer status on their families. Kentuckians, like other southerners, often 

The first Galt House, Louisville, Kentucky, c. 1860. 
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hired or bought slaves to increase domestic comfort and relieve “their women of 

household drudgery.” And like other southerners, Kentuckians regularly railed 

about the incompetence and inconstancy of servants during northern travels, 

conveniently forgetting their own frequent complaints about forgetful or igno-

rant enslaved servants back home.21

But these facts—that Louisvillians used slaves as status markers, and that they 

appreciated the ways in which owning or hiring slaves could promote household 

comfort—do not demonstrate that middle-class southern urbanites relied on an 

enslaved domestic workforce. Housekeepers in the Falls City pursued a variety 

of hiring strategies, and looked increasingly to wage laborers in the late ante-

bellum period. A sample of typical middle-class households in 1850 and 1860 

suggests that interest in hiring foreign-born domestics rose dramatically—per-

haps keeping pace with Louisville’s growing immigrant population and the rising 

price of slaves (see Table One).22 The numbers are too small to offer a definitive 

statement, but the increase in households using Irish and German domestics is 

noteworthy. Between 1850 and 1860, hires of foreign domestics climbed from a 

quarter of the sample to more than one half, and employers of Irish or German 

women were almost as likely to come from a southern state as to be born outside 

the slave region. Charles Duffield, a Virginia-born entrepreneur in Louisville’s 

thriving food processing industries, hired German domestics exclusively in both 

1850 and 1860, and he was not alone. Focusing on slavery obscures Louisvillians’ 

underlying flexibility in hiring household domestics.

A surprising number of Louisville housekeepers did not insist on either slave 

or free domestics but instead used both, revealing their growing adaptability to 

a changing labor market. Two merchants, New York-born D. L. Benedict and 

The Louisville Hotel, c. 1850. 
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Kentucky-born James Trabue, each owned slaves but also hired 

Irish women—in Benedict’s case, a fourteen-year-old Irish 

girl in 1850. Attorney James Speed, a Kentuckian who 

eventually became an opponent of slavery (and member 

of Abraham Lincoln’s cabinet) despite coming from a 

wealthy slave owning family, owned one fourteen-year-

old mulatto female in 1850. But three Irish women—

May Campion, and Julia and Mary Mayan—performed 

most of his household’s labor. By 1860, Speed no longer 

owned slaves, though members of his extended family did. 

Pennsylvanian-born merchant Cyrus Bent owned four 

slaves in 1850; by 1860, he was dead but his widow, Annie 

Bent of Virginia, had divested herself of all slaves and relied instead on the ser-

vices of Mary Tierney and Maggie Dugan, two young women born in Ireland. 

Their compatriots, Ellen Castleton and Catherine Harrison, worked as domestics 

for Edward Ayers in 1850, probably helping his wife keep track of their five chil-

dren, two of whom were one-year-old twins. Ayers, a steamboat captain, owned 

no slaves. Whether householders’ flexibility reflected their discontent with the 

institution of slavery, or if it emerged out of a cost-benefit analysis is difficult 

to pinpoint. On one hand, southerners debated the value of slaves as children’s 

nurses, with some describing enslaved nurses as loyal and maternal and others, 

perhaps influenced by a culture that increasingly reified the role of the mother, 

finding them untrustworthy or incompetent. On the other hand, economic con-

siderations, especially late in the antebellum period, may have ren-

dered such debates purely philosophical; the explosion in slave 

prices and increased immigration could have tempted even 

the most committed slave owners to consider employing 

waged household labor.23

Evidence suggests that Louisvillians divided on the 

question of slaves’ suitability for their homes, and espe-

cially for new standards of childrearing. In 1839, Ellen 

Green’s Philadelphia mother pressed her to use white 

women exclusively in the nursery. “Your slaves,” Ellen’s 

mother argued, are “calculated to spoil [your children’s] 

tempers and give them bad habits,” and “make tirents of 

them.” Whether Green followed this advice is unknown, 

but her friend Elizabeth Williams apparently arrived at a 

similar conclusion. Williams boasted to Green that she was 

taking “more comfort than we ever have before in Louisville,” due to the efforts 

of her newly hired “white Dutch girl.” Kentucky slaveowner Susan Grigsby hired 

white women to help with the nursing of her children on occasion; she found 

James Speed (1812-1887). 
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“Mrs. Jones” a “poor old creature” who was particularly “thoughtful” and Mrs. 

Anderson “very sensible and practical.” The latter, however, earned her employ-

er’s wrath with an unexpected departure (the characteristic of free workers most 

often mentioned by those who stated a preference for slaves). When the for-

mer nurse, “delighted with the prospect of quitting Kentucky,” went to “a free 

state,” Grigsby felt betrayed by a “hardened” soul who “performs her duties solely 

from mercenary motives and would engage to perform any kind of service for 

increased wages.” Grigsby’s frequent references to laudatory childcare from her 

slaves—Jenny’s “affection” and Sarah’s “kindness”—may indicate that her origi-

nal preference for a white nurse did not equal that of Ellen Green’s mother, or 

perhaps it reflects the fact that Mrs. Anderson’s departure soured her on the free 

labor market. Assumptions about the young slave’s loyalty and affection may 

explain why Louisville attorney James Speed kept a single slave, a fourteen-year-

old girl, in 1850, when he had three young boys, but had divested himself of all 

slaves by 1860. Grigsby and Speed both came from prominent slaveholding fam-

ilies, but Grigsby, whose support for chattel slavery remained relatively unques-

tioned, sought a free nurse for her children, while Speed, whose doubts about 

the institution were apparent by 1850, seems to have employed an enslaved one. 

In Louisville, individuals did not respond in a unified way to the new cultural 

imperatives concerning women’s gender roles, anymore than housekeepers did 

elsewhere in the antebellum United States. The presence of racial slavery just 

made the potential for contradictions more likely.24

Young slaves were also inexpensive, and cost surely played a significant role in 

most employers’ decisions, notwithstanding southerners’ praise for slaves as servants. 

Early in the antebellum period, the supply of enslaved domestics was sufficiently 

large to ensure their affordability as nurses, cooks, and in other household capacities. 

Until the 1840s, prospective buyers could purchase a slave woman in Kentucky for 

approximately four hundred dollars, though the actual price depended on the age, 

skill level, and health of the woman; children and older women could be purchased 

for as little as one-half the price of a healthy adult. The cost of hiring a slave for a year 

usually ran about 10 to 15 percent of the slave’s value. In December 1833, Hector 

Green, commissioned to find places for two enslaved women belonging to family 

friends in Henderson, Kentucky, reported he could secure “$30—clothes, taxes etc 

etc included” for slaves hired for the year. Detailed records of hires elsewhere in cen-

tral Kentucky confirm that middle-aged women trained in domestic skills brought 

owners between thirty and forty-five dollars a year, or about four dollars a month. 

Well-trained cooks and male servants cost a bit more. In the late 1830s, “Joe,” a 

“body servant,” earned twelve dollars a month for his owner.25

Getting the best prices relied on maintaining connections with those who 

had slaves to hire out. Slave owners distrusted strangers who rented slaves, know-

ing that they (like all capitalists) wanted to get the most productivity for the least 
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expenditure, which often meant overworked and neglected slaves. On the open 

market, monthly hiring fees for domestics ran high. While Hector Green nego-

tiated a price of thirty dollars a year for a slave hire, another Louisville resident 

pressed her son in Lexington to purchase “the woman you have in view for Sidney.” 

If he did not, she warned, they would face yearly hiring costs “from sixty to eighty 

[dollars]” to acquire a similar slave in Louisville. A year later, Caroline Preston faced 

conflict with a fellow slaveholder who claimed Preston’s purchase of his female slave 

was invalid because the agent making the sale did not have his permission. Until 

Preston returned the slave he expected ten dollars a month in wages, the equiva-

lent of one hundred and twenty dollars a year. Susan Grigsby’s agent spelled out 

the difference between putting “servants on the block” and “hiring privately to reli-

able persons who would take care of them.” Those who resorted to public auctions 

could expect higher prices, while slave hirers who dealt with owners they knew 

believed that “the interest of the Estate would be better preserved and humanity 

better served.” By the 1850s slaves prices had skyrocketed because of the demand 

for labor in the booming cotton regions of the Southwest, and anyone interested in 

affordable household slaves found maintaining connections with slave hirers essen-

tial. Male and female slaves generally cost between eight hundred and one thou-

sand dollars, and could bring as much as fifteen hundred to two thousand dollars 

(in today’s values, equal to the cost of a small home). Slave owners in Louisville 

might have to pay as much as fifteen hundred dollars for a good cook (or twelve 

dollars a month to hire her) because women with cooking and domestic skills often 

commanded a premium price above average slave values.26

Newcomers without connections could expect, conservatively, to pay at least 

eighty dollars a year to hire an adult slave woman, as well as furnish clothes and 

healthcare for her—the “clothes, taxes, etc etc” to which Hector Green referred and 

which was a common part of any slave-hiring arrangement. The cost, then, averaged 

nearly seven dollars a month. Irish women’s labor was almost certainly less expensive, 

with most estimates of urban domestic wages ranging between four and six dollars a 

month. These rates included room and board and perhaps a uniform that remained 

the property of the employer, but free workers could not count on employers provid-

ing additional clothing or paying for doctors’ visits. In the early 1840s, one Baltimore 

matron, Ann McKenzie Cushing, paid her cook six dollars a month, but most other 

adult female servants earned between four and five dollars. Louisville wages in the 

1850s were likely slightly higher, but probably did not reach seven dollars. Moreover, 

hiring free workers did not require that employers tie up capital in slaves or contract 

for an entire year’s wages, as did most slave-hiring arrangements. If a free worker did 

not suit, employers could fire her on the spot, whereas slave hirers often found it dif-

ficult to renegotiate (or end) a hired slave’s contract. In Cushing’s case, employees quit 

or were fired on a regular basis. But the “servant problem” hid significant economies. 

In 1842, for example, Cushing paid her servants one hundred and twenty-five dollars 
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in wages for the year. She sought to keep between three and four servants, but because 

they came and went, their frequent vacancies enabled her to save on salaries (even if 

she had a surfeit of frustration). Averaged over the course of the year, Cushing spent 

only about $2.60 per month, per servant. Had each of the four servants been slaves 

hired for a year at a modest rate of forty dollars each plus clothing and healthcare, her 

yearly servant costs would have exceeded one hundred and sixty dollars, or more than 

thirty-five dollars higher than she paid her free workforce.27

If nothing else, hiring free workers created some elasticity in one’s financial com-

mitments. Using enslaved domestics often circumvented the annoyances associated 

with free workers’ comings and goings, and southern historians have understandably 

assumed antebellum employers preferred them as a result. But employers’ willing-

ness to pay a premium for relatively constant service (relative because slaves could 

and did run away) had its limits. Once slave hiring costs rose above free labor wages, 

some housekeepers on a budget chose the more economical and flexible option, 

immigrant Irish and German domestics. In 1850, for example, Oscar Wilder, a 

recently married apothecary owned four female slaves but still employed an Irish 

immigrant, eighteen-year-old Mary Ady, as a domestic. Wilder, who did not yet 

have children, had not hired Ady in the capacity of nurse. Given the capital invested 

in slaves and the growing prevalence of slave hiring in southern cities, the most logi-

cal explanation of Wilder’s census information is that he treated the four slaves as an 

investment, hiring them out for high wages while relying on an inexpensive foreign-

born maid to serve in his household. Other slaveholders followed his strategy, hiring 

free workers to maximize the value of the capital they invested in slaves.28

Wilder’s investment strategy and Louisville housekeepers’ integrated slave/free 

workforces illustrate an important feature of antebellum society: Southerners, even 

southern slaveholders concerned about their domestic comfort, made market cal-

culations. Perhaps the best evidence of their desire for domestics who acted as loyal 

dependents but came at a discounted rate lies in the youth of Louisville’s domestic 

servant workforce. The cheapest and perhaps most compliant servants were girls 

who had little training and whose parents, guardians, or masters bound them out 

or asked for only minimal wages or upkeep. In part, the low average age of servants 

mentioned in advertisements resulted from the need to maximize investment in 

slaves. By the time enslaved children reached eight or nine years old, most masters 

had put them to work, either in their own households or by hiring them out. They 

commonly tended infants or small children, served at table, or took on other minor 

household tasks. But recall for a moment E. W. Rupert’s 1836 ad for a nurse which 

declared that he did not care if his new nurse was “black or white,” but specified an 

age—from ten to thirteen years old. By 1840, Rupert owned three slaves, but his 

status as slave owner did not dispose him to hire a slave as his children’s nurse nor 

did he care if the servant was black.29 While his disinterest in the race of his chil-

dren’s nurse was unusual, his pursuit of a young servant was not.
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Throughout the antebellum era, and in cities throughout the border region, evi-

dence of housekeepers’ preference for young domestics abounds: Advertisements 

called for slaves or white girls as young as ten to bind; householders hired Irish 

girls as young as fourteen to work as domestics; and the boards of orphan asylums 

as well as justices for apprenticeship courts indentured young girls both black 

and white to learn “the art of housewifery” or “the business of being a servant.”30 

In their effort to find compliant, inexpensive household help, urban residents—

E. W. Rupert and other Louisvillians included—did not stop to evaluate their 

ideological commitment to freedom or slavery. Rather they wanted a bargain, and 

they knew that free children could be hired or bound without a capital invest-

ment, and enslaved children usually required a comparatively small outlay. Their 

decisions about household servants reflected their overall participation in a market 

economy; they sought to limit debt, preserve capital, and maintain some fluid-

ity in their cash reserves. Housekeepers’ inclination to let financial considerations 

govern their hiring decisions should not surprise observers of the contemporary 

illegal immigration debate. Many Americans complain about illegal immigration 

while regularly employing undocumented immigrants to clean their houses, mow 

their lawns, and care for their children. Contemporary hirers of illegal aliens are 

not unlike the ideologically impure residents of antebellum Louisville, who osten-

sibly supported slave laws, but hired runaway slaves and supported the market for 

enslaved domestics only as their pocketbooks allowed. In their concern for maxi-

mum comfort and a low bottom line, southerners acted much as people do today 

because, like employers today, they acted in a market economy.

Rather than continue to see slavery as a significant arbiter of Americans’ atti-

tudes toward market development—or to try to fit Louisville into a specific region, 

whether “southern,” “northern,” or a unique “border region city”—scholars 

instead should consider how Louisville’s social order reveals many of the processes 

that shaped antebellum America. The market revolution transformed households 

whether they lay north of the slave boundary or south of it. Across the nation, 

housework altered by fits and starts, so that servants sometimes needed to know 

how to make a carpet, sometimes required a good understanding of purchasing 

items at a store, and sometimes had to do both. Whatever a household’s place-

ment along the spectrum of production to consumption, housekeepers still sought 

compliant, dependent domestic workers. Shifting demographics and a growing 

cotton economy, however, meant that they could neither count on finding nor 

often afford slaves in this capacity. As a result, the workforce included slaves, hired 

slaves, free blacks, immigrant women, and children. In Louisville, the transition to 

a market economy and a wage labor force was not predictable, nor did it occur in 

a smooth, linear fashion. Moreover, the messy calculus in the domestic decisions 

of Louisville households suggests how problematic it is to oversimplify the larger 

political and cultural forces that eventually propelled the nation toward civil war.31
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Table One:  Sample of Households from Louisville’s Third and Fourth Wards

Name
Place of 

birth

Servants in 

1850 

Servants in 

1860
Change?

Richard Atkinson

(merchant)

KY 3 slaves (2 adult 

women, 1 man)

1 adult male slave All slave

D. L. Benedict  

(merchant)

NY Both: 4 slaves; 1 

14 yr Irish

1 own, 1 hire;  

2 Irish

Mixed both

Cyrus/Annie Bent  

(merchant)

PA –Cyrus

VA- Annie

4 slaves (Cyrus) Widow Annie –   

2 Irish

Slave to Irish

Thos. C. Coleman  

(rolling mill operator)

Ireland Owned 4 slaves Hire 3 slaves;  

4 Irish women

Slave to 

mixed

William Diller

(cigar mftr/ tobacconist)

PA None None Never any of 

either group

Hamilton/ 

Jane Dobbin

(worth $50,000)

Ireland-

Hamilton

KY-Jane

3 slaves  

(2 women)

1 slave woman All slave

Charles Duffield  

(flour/pork packer)

VA 4 German women 4 German women All German

David P. Faulds 

(clerk, then store owner)

NY Boarded at Galt 

House–no slaves 

Owned/hired 

slaves

Move to slave

Joshua B. Flint

(prof. med/physician)

Mass. 3 slaves -2 adult 

woman, 1 girl

2 Irish women only Slave to Irish

Wm. R. Hervey

(bank clerk, then at 

chancery court)

KY 2 slave women Hires 2 slave 

women + one 17 

yr boy

All slave 

(hired) 

Mary Ann McGrath

(worth $14,000)

KY No slaves, claimed 

2 fugitives

8 slaves  

(4 adult women,  

4 children)

All slaves

Dan McMullen

(merchant)

MD 2 slaves  

(1 woman age 40, 

1 ll yr old girl)

Hire 2 women, 

(exact same ages 

as 1850)

All slave, 

(hired)

Lewellyn Powell

(physician)

KY 8 slaves  

(4 fugitives)

5 owned All slave

F. S. J. Ronald

(sheriff; tobacco  

warehouse)

KY 3 slaves –  

1 60 yr woman  

1 60 yr man, 1 girl

1 German woman,

4 slaves (same + 

one other)

Slave to 

mixed

Dr. J. S. Seaton KY 5 slaves 7 slaves All slave

James Speed (atty) KY Both: 1 14 sl girl;  

3 Irish women

2 Irish women Mixed to Irish

Margaret Steele

(bdg house)

PA 1 Irish girl (15)

2 slaves,  

1 woman, 1 man

1 Irish girl (14)

Hires 1 slave 

woman, 1 girl (9)

Mixed both
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